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Cereals have an important role in the human being alimentation, being 
characterized by a chemical composition rich in nutritive factors, easy to 
be assimilated by the organism. The cereal trade extends specially in 
developing economies because of the income increase, diet 
diversification, and increased demand for agrifood, all these allowing a 
gradual and moderate growth of longtime prices. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE CEREALS PRODUCTION IN 
ROMANIA 

 
The whole production of cereals in the years 1990-2007 is presented 

in Table 1 and Figure 1. We can see that knows important fluctuations, 
registering a record production in 1997, followed by sudden diminish in the 
next periods, for that in 2001 to be followed by another redress. 

On whole, the medium of the total cereal production in the analyzed 
period situates around the quantity of 16471, 43 thousands of tones, placing 
our country in the first 10 in Europe, being sensible equal with the Hungary 
total cereal production, country situated on the 7 place between the 
European Union member states. 

Often, statistic dates relates the complementary process of rye 
towards wheat, because wheat lands to much more fertile grounds, while the 
rye answers better to the natural conditions not so favorable. The reiteration 
of planted acreage with rye at substantial dimensions, as to replace the 
wheat culture from its unfavorable areas would allow the assuring of base 
food of population on the whole country.  
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Table 1 

Cereals production in Romania (millions of tones) 
 

Period Wheat and rye 
Other 
cereals 

Total of 
cereals 

1990 7379 9794,5 17173,5 
1991 5558,9 13747,7 19306,6 
1992 3227,6 9061,4 12289 
1993 5354,5 10138,6 15493,1 
1994 6186,5 11997,3 18183,8 
1995 7709,3 12173,5 19882,8 
1996 3164,1 11035,6 14199,7 
1997 7185,6 14921,7 22107,3 
1998 5207,9 10244,8 15452,7 
1999 4682,5 12354,8 17037,3 
2000 4456,2 6021,3 10477,5 
2001 7763,8 11107,1 18870,9 
2002 4441,1 9915,4 14356,5 
2003 2496,4 10122,6 12619 
2004 7771,4 15656 23427,4 
2005 7389,7 11540,9 18930,6 
2006 5526,2 9757,6 15283,8 
2007 3005,5 4191,6 7197,1 

Source: made by the author based on the dates from www.insse.ro 

 
In this table are presented evolutions of the medium production of 

wheat and other cereals in Romania, as well as those of the whole cereal 
production. In the figure one are graphically presented the same evolutions. 
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Figure 1: The evolution of cereal productions, between the years 1990-2007 

Source: made by the author based on the dates from www.insse.ro 
 

THE EVOLUTION OF CEREAL PRODUCTION ÎN THE 
EUROPEAN UNION AND ÎN THE WORLD 

The situation of the European Union cereal production is presented 
in the Table 2. 

Table 2:  
The cereal production in the European Union (millions of tones) 

Period Wheat and rye Other cereals Total of cereals 

1990 93,7 100,3 194 

1991 87,7 90,5 178,2 

1992 82,9 92,5 175,4 

1993 84,5 86,6 171,2 

1994 86,2 88,5 174,7 

1995 98,5 103,8 202,3 

1996 94,2 109,4 203,5 

1997 103,1 105,5 208,6 

1998 96,4 102,1 198,5 

1999 104,8 107,2 212 

2000 91,7 105,7 197,4 

2001 107,7 108,1 215,8 

2002 93,7 100,3 194 

2003 106,9 90 196,9 

2004 136,67 92,4 231,07 

2005 147,2 84,3 155,63 
Source: made by the author based on the dates from www.europa.eu 
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In the Table 1 and Figure 2 is presented the evolution of cereals 

production in the European Union. It is interesting to observe tat in the 
European Union, the wheat production represents about 43% from the total 
of cereal production. In contrast, in Romania, the wheat production has a 
medium percent of only 33.5%. In general lines, the tendency of the 
production registered in the European Union after 1995 is one of growth, 
with small vacillations from a year to another. 
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Figure 2: The production of cereals in the European Union 

 
* until July 

Source: made by the author based on the dates from www.europa.eu 

 
PERSPECTIVES OF THE EU CEREAL MARKET ÎN THE PERIOD 

2007-2012 
The cereals markets from the world agriculture are supposed to 

register an increasing of the demand and trade. The trade policies are 
estimated to be governed by the Accord on Agriculture from Uruguay. The 
perspectives on long term for the cereal markets seem to be moderate-
positively grace to the impacts of the Agricultural Policies reforms and to 
the return to higher levels of un-cultivating ground in combination with the 
more favorable conditions of the world market. 
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Forming high stocks in 2004 will continue to leave the cereal 
markets in a fragile situation for the next years. The impact of high areas 
leaved un-cultivated, the implementing of declutches and the moderate 
profitability increase perspectives will restrict the growth of production on 
medium term. This will generate a gradual diminishing of stocks in the 
future. This image relatively positive for the EU cereal market balance 
doesn’t prejudice the specific difficulties which may appear for the inferior 
cereals especially for barley, and, in regional purpose, for the wild wheat 
and maize. 

 
RECOMANDATIONS 

For increasing Romania’s competitiveness and productivity in the cereal 
fields it is necessary to: 

• elaborate a program of technical, technological and financial 
support for private producers, according to the dimension of the 
agricultural areas; 

• to extend the area of agricultural exploitations trough buying by 
the state of the fields and then their sale to the farmers at a lower 
price; 

• the public authorities must stimulate the selection and the 
application to the technologies approved in the world practice, 
which would contribute to the diminishing of the consequences 
of the nature imperfections, the preserve and the increase of land 
fertility, avoiding land slipping and erosion processes.  

• the public authorities must also maintain the competitiveness of 
the maize, to contribute to its promotion on the external market; 

In today’s conditions of agriculture, focusing the support toward the 
trade area is opportune. But the exaggeration of the limit dimension under 
which it isn’t granted support may have unwished economical and social 
effects on the rural community. Big agricultural firms or with other profile 
may became the main beneficiaries of these subventions and may hijack the 
incomes obtained from the agriculture toward other area. Rural families, 
witch explores more reduced areas, but produces for the market aren’t 
stimulated to create their own businesses, fact that can generate the 
apparition of some social tensions generated by the high number of 
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discontent agricultural employees of those big companies. Or, Romania 
needs rural stability, assured by the consolidation of rural families.  
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